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Inspired by M. K. Howarth's work on the 
shell structures of the Liassic DactyUocerati
dae (1975), we have re-studied the shell of 
Hypophylloceras (Neophylloceras) groenlandi-
cum described in Birkelund & Hansen (1974). 

It appears in Howarth (1973, fig. 4) that the 
shell of Dactylioceras is very peculiar in that 
it consists of a main shell and an inner shell, 
so far only found in Dactylioceratidae. Ac
cording to Howarth (1975) the strongly 
ribbed main shell consists of a thick nacreous 
layer sandwiched between thin outer and in
ner prismatic layers. Dorsally the main shell 
is covered by a septal prismatic layer being in 
contact with the crests of the ribs and bridg
ing across the rib interspaces, leaving cavities. 
The inner side of the inner shell is also 
covered by a septal layer, but here in close 
connection with the nacreous layer of the in
ner shell. 

The outer septal layer of Dactylioceratidae 
is comparable in structure as well as in septal 
attachment to the so-called quasi-spherulitic 
outer prismatic layer of Hypophylloceras (see 
Birkelund & Hansen, 1974). Both layers have 
a quasi-spherulitic structure (Howarth, in press, 
text-fig. 1; pi. 3, figs. 5-6; Birkelund & Han
sen, 1974, pi. 8, figs. 2-8; pi. 9, fig. 3; this 
paper, figs. 1-2), and in both the growth of 
the layer is partly continuous with the septa 

(Howarth, 1975, text-fig. 1; pi. 4, figs. 4-6; 
this paper, fig. 2). 

Post-embryonic growth of 
the Hypophylloceras shell 
New sections of the shell of Hypophylloceras 
and the preparation of continuous SEM mi
crograph mosaics of specimens sectioned lon
gitudinally (in the plane of coiling) and at 
right angles to the plane of coiling resulted 
in the discovery of a very thin outer prismatic 
layer between the nacreous layer and the qua
si-spherulitic layer (fig. 1). On the basis of this 
find and comparison with Dactylioceratidae 
we suggest that the post-embryonic shell of 
Hypophylloceras developed as follows: 

At the distal part of the second change in 
growth the shell consists of a relatively thick 
outer prismatic layer and a thin nacreous lay
er (Birkelund & Hansen, 1974, text-fig. 5c). 
Dorsally it is covered by the mural part of a 
septum of very irregular structure. 

Already in the first whorl after the second 
change in growth the outer prismatic layer 
becomes very thin in relation to the nacreous 
layer, and about two whorls from the second 
change in growth its thickness is about Vs that 
of the nacreous layer (fig. 1). In younger 
whorls it is so thin, however, that it is only 
occasionally distinguishable. 
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Figs 1 & 2. Hypophylloceras (Neophylloceras) groen-
landicum Birkelund. Dorso-ventral longitudinal sec
tions in the plane of coiling. 
Fig. 1: 2 whorls distal of the second change in growth; 
X 960. Fig. 2: 2V2 whorls distal of the second change 
in growth; note the continuity of the structures of the 
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distal part of the septum and the "quasi-spherulitic 
layer"; X 290. 
IP: Inner prismatic layer; NA: Nacreous layer; OP: 
Outer prismatic layer; QP: "Quasi-spherulitic layer" — 
inner prismatic layer of the succeeding whorl; SE: 
Septum; CA: Cavities. MMH 12998. 
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Fig. 3. a: Dorsal shell of proximal part of body outer prismatic shell layer is not preserved, but its 
chamber (QP) and ventral shell of preceding whorl presence is inferred; X 100. Abbreviations as in figs 
(IP, NA and OP) of near-adult specimen; X 10. b, c, 1 & 2. MMH 12999. 
d: Schematic drawings of the shell structures. The 
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The inner prismatic layer, on the other 
hand, becomes prominent already in the first 
whorl after the second change in growth, and 
two whorls from the second change in growth 
it makes up about % of the thickness of the 
shell (fig. 1). More distally it makes up an even 
greater part (Birkelund & Hansen, 1974, pi. 
9, figs. 1-3). It is further remarkable by 
smoothing the inner side of the shell when it 
becomes ribbed about 2Vi whorl distal of the 
second change in growth. 

Dorsally the outer prismatic shell-layer 
and the nacreous layer wedge out, but the in
ner prismatic layer ( = quasi-spherulitic outer 
prismatic layer of Birkelund & Hansen, 
1974) is well developed. The structure of this 
layer is remarkable in forming several sub
layers of intermingling quasi-spherulitically 
arranged prisms. The layer is only in contact 
with the ventral part of the preceding whorl 
on the crests of the ribs, leaving cavities where 
it bridges across the rib interspaces. Cavities 
are also developed where the dorsal inner pris
matic layer covers the venter of a previous 
whorl that is at a stage before ribs develop 
and is therefore smooth. Perhaps these cav
ities reflect the ribs in the adjacent lateral and 
ventral parts of the whorl to which that dorsal 
shell belongs. Dark pigment in the cavities may 
represent remains of periostracum. 

On the distal side of the septa a gradual 
transition from the nacreous or prismatic/na
creous structure of the septum to the prismatic 
structure of the inner prismatic shell layer 
may be seen at the confluence between sep
tum and wall (fig. 2). On the distal side of the 
septum the inner prismatic shell layer may be 
thickened by about 1/i the thickness of the 
septum. A study of the dorsal side of the early 
part of the body-chamber of near-adult speci
mens shows further that the thickness of the 
inner prismatic layer decreases distally by 3A 
in the proximal 90° of the body-chamber 
(fig. 3). It seems therefore that the mantle 
renews growth of the inner prismatic layer for 
the addition of new septa. 

Although the structure of the inner pris
matic layer of Hypophylloceras is somewhat 
different from other ammonites, but similar to 
the septal prismatic layer of Dactylioceratidae, 
the name 'inner prismatic layer' is retained, 

as the origin of that layer is very similar to 
the origin of the inner prismatic layer of other 
ammonites, being a product of the shell-form
ing epithelium of the mantle. Also in Sagha-
linites the inner prismatic layer decreases dis
tally in thickness in the body-chamber, and in 
Dactylioceratidae Howarth (1975) has shown 
that it is formed Vs whorl behind the mouth 
in adult specimens. 

The re-interpretation of the shell layers of 
Hypophylloceras has an effect on measure
ments of shell thicknesses. In fig. 4 measure
ments on Hypophylloceras and Saghalinites 
excluding and including the dorsal part of the 
inner prismatic layer, are shown. The mea
surements show that the proper shell of Hypo
phylloceras is considerably thinner than the 
Saghalinites shell, especially in the early part 
of the shell. This may be evidence of the 
presence of the often postulated thin shell of 
phylloceratids (Arkell, 1957, p. LI 85). The 
shell of the body chamber is especially thin as 
the inner prismatic layer, which makes up the 
main part of the shell, wedges out distally. 
The inner prismatic layer is, however, believed 
to be deposited shortly after the formation of 
the outer prismatic layer and the nacreous 
layer; if this were not the case it would lead 
to a wall thickness of parts of the body cham
ber of about 40 cm at a shell diameter of 
about 20 mm. The thick shell of Phyllocera-
tina described by Westermann (1971) may in
clude the dorsal part of the inner prismatic 
layer, which is difficult to distinguish if the 
shell is recrystallised. 
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Fig. 4. Shell thickness in relation to shell diameter in 
Hypophylloceras (Neophylloceras) groenlandicum Bir
kelund and Saghalinites wrighti Birkelund. The black 
dots indicate the thickness of the ventral shell wall 
and the white dots the thickness of the ventral shell 

wall plus the dorsal shell of the succeeding whorl. 
The last measurement of the dorsal shell wall in all 
three specimens is situated in the body chamber. 
MMH 12989, 12998, 12999. 
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presented for a leucite ankaratrite, which consists of diopside, leucite, nepheline, alkali 
feldspar, magnetite and phlogopite. The presence of potassic rocks in this area provides 
important additional evidence for the rifted origin of the area. This is the first well-
substantiated report of leucite from Greenland. 
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Leucite is a characteristic mineral of potas
sium-rich volcanic and sub-volcanic rocks 
and* although it is well known and abundant 
in certain areas, it is otherwise a rare mineral. 
In this note, we report an occurrence of leu
cite from East Greenland and this is the first 
reported occurrence not only from Greenland 
but from the entire Tertiary North Atlantic 
province. For this reason and also because its 
occurrence here lends weight to an earlier 
interpretation of the tectonics of the area 
(Brooks, 1973; Brooks & Rucklidge, 1974) we 
feel it is advisable to publish a preliminary 
note at this stage even though the available 
specimens are few and the field relations poor
ly known. Furthermore, the intrusion from 
which these samples originate is extremely in
accessible and it is doubtful when a new visit 
can be made to the locality. 

Geological setting 

The fjord of Kangerdlugssuaq is best known 
for the Skaergaard intrusion, which lies close 
to its mouth in an area of extensive Lower 
Tertiary tholeiitic plateau lavas which are re
garded as being formed around the time of 
continental break7up in this part of the North 
Atlantic (Brooks,'1973). Rocks of alkaline af
finities occur along the fjord (see fig. 1) and 

this led Brooks (1973) to postulate that the 
fjord is the non-spreading arm of a triple rift 
system. 

Recent discoveries show that the rocks 
are considerably more undersaturated beyond 
the head of the fjord, where a completely dif
ferent petrographic province of unknown ex
tent crops out from under the inland ice. Thus, 
Brooks & Rucklidge (1974) have described un
dersaturated, alkaline rocks as erratic blocks 
which are believed to originate in this area 
and Frisch & Keusen (in press) report a cir
cular intrusion, named Gardiner intrusion (see 
fig. 1), which consists of dunites, pyroxenites, 
uncompahgrites (melilite rocks) and possibly 
carbonatites. 

The samples described here were taken from 
an intrusion, for which the name 'Batbjerg 
intrusion' is proposed, which is located on the 
innermost nunatak on the north-east side of 
the Kangerdlugssuaq Glacier (68°40'N, 28° 
5CW, see fig. 1). It is probably also circular 
in plan, but a substantial part is hidden under 
glacier ice. 

About twenty rock samples from the Bat
bjerg intrusion have been examined by us and 
although the number of samples is too small 
to give a reliable picture of the intrusion it 
would appear that it is made up predomi
nantly of olivine and pyroxene rocks. The py
roxenites are medium-grained, vary from 
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Fig. 1. Geological sketch map of the Kangerdlugssuaq 
district, East Greenland, showing the location of the 
Batbjerg, Gardiner and other intrusions. 

olive green to almost black in hand specimen 
and tend to be fresh and rather friable. The 
dunitic rocks are dark-coloured and many spe
cimens are sheared and serpentinized, probably 
due to faulting in a north-easterly direction, 
as reported by Polegeg & Kock (pers. comm., 
1971). Phlogopite is abundant in many of 
these rocks and variants enriched in apatite 
and magnetite also occur. Felsic minerals are 
often completely absent, but in others nephe-
line is present and with increasing nepheline 
content the pyroxenites pass into melteigitic 
and ijolitic types. One dike rock in the col

lection is a porphyritic ultramafic type with 
phenocrysts of clinopyroxene (ca. 4 mm in 
size) in a fine-grained groundmass of clino
pyroxene, phlogopite and ore with a total ab
sence of light minerals. Also present are sy
enite dikes and a fenitized zone in the sur
rounding Precambrian gneisses. 

These rocks from the Batbjerg intrusion are 
strongly reminiscent of those reported from the 
Gardiner intrusion (Frisch & Keusen, in press), 
in that they belong to an alkaline ultramafic 
association similar to that reviewed by Upton 
(1967) and, as such, are the only known rep-
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resentatives of this association in the Tertiary 
North Atlantic province. The main difference 
between the two intrusions appears to be the 
absence of melilite and perovskite at Batbjerg, 
both of which are important constituents of 
the Gardiner rocks. On the other hand, leu-
cite, the subject of this note, does not appear 
to occur in the Gardiner intrusion. Whether 
the differences are real or apparent can only 
be determined when more work can be car
ried out, especially on the Batbjerg intrusion. 

It is probable that these rocks are the in
trusive equivalents of lavas similar to the 
nephelinite described by Brooks & Rucklidge 
(1974), just as the • ijolitic and carbonatitic 
intrusive core of the Napak Volcano, Uganda 
(King, 1965) is regarded as the intrusive equi
valent of the surrounding nephelinitic lavas 
and pyroclastics (Middlemost, 1974). 

The field relationships of the Batbjerg intru
sion does not allow a more precise dating than 
post-Precambrian, but the Gardiner intrusion 
cuts the plateau basalts which have been dated 
to the interval 55-60 m.y. by the K-Ar meth
od (Beckinsale et al., 1970) and, in view of 
the petrographic similarity between the intru
sions, a similar age is assumed for the Bat
bjerg intrusion. 

The leucite-bearing sample 

Leucite is confined to a single sample, but, 
in view of the rather dull appearance of this 
rock, there is no reason to believe it has been 
specially sampled. Unfortunately, the precise 
field relationships of this rock are not known. 
It is a dark green, melanocratic rock, in which 
white spots of leucite, up to 1 cm in size, may 
be seen on the weathered surface. In thin sec
tion, the leucite phenocrysts are seen to be 
accompanied by nepheline, up to 0.5 cm in 
size, set in a matrix of clinopyroxene prisms 
oriented to give a weak fluxion structure. 
Pools of clear, untwinned alkali feldspar and 
a turbid alteration product, the latter also oc
curring as rims on the leucite, are also pre
sent. Where nepheline is enclosed by the al
kali feldspar it is perfectly euhedral. The al
teration product was identified as a finely-
divided mixture of alkali feldspar and nephe-

Table 1. Leucite-bearing rock from the Batbjerg intru
sion, Kangerdlugssuaq: chemistry and mineralogy. 

s;o2 
A1203 
Fe 2 0 3 

FeO 
MgO 
CaO 
Na 2 0 
K 2 0 
MnO 
Ti0 2 

P2O5 
HaO+ 

sum 

45.75 
8.92 
8.04 
4.98 
9.30 

13.45 
3.50 
3.25 
0.19 
1.01 
0.97 
0.68 

100.04 

C.l.P.W. weight norm 
(calculated) with analyti
cal values and with 
Fe203/FeO adjusted 
to 0.44 

or 15.66 
lc 2.78 
ne 15.05 
ac 1.61 
di 47.37 
ol 1.88 
mt 10.85 
il 1.92 
ap 2.25 

4.70 
11.37 
15.05 

1.61 
48.95 
8.31 
4.77 
1.92 
2.25 . 

Trace elements 

Rb 128 
Ba 76 
Sr 1970 
Y 7 
Zr 32 
Nb 0 
Cu 122 
Co 54 
Ni 73 
V 290 
Cr 194 

Mode (volume percent) 

leucite • 10 
nepheline 12 
feldspar 4 
clinopyroxene 52 
phlogopite 3 
opaque ore 10 
apatite 1 
alteration 8 

(nepheline + 
feldspar) 

no. of points: 
ca. 4000 

Major element analysis: Geological Survey of Green
land, Geochemical Laboratories. 
Trace element analyses: Rb, Sr, Y, Zr & Nb by 
J. Bailey, Institute of Petrology, Copenhagen University 
(X-ray fluorescence). Ba, Cu, Co, Ni, V, Cr by Haldis 
Bollingberg, Institute of Petrology, Copenhagen Uni
versity (optical spectrography). 

line. Also present are titaniferous magnetite, 
phlogopite and apatite as minor constituents. 
These phases have been investigated using the 
Hitachi XMA-5B microprobe at the Institute 
of Mineralogy, University of Copenhagen and 
the experimental techniques described by Pe
dersen et al. (in press). The approximate modal 
composition is shown in table 1. 

Leucite, which shows the characteristic 
complex twinning, has a composition very 
close to the ideal leucite composition with 
only 1.1 mole percent of the soda-leucite 
(NaAlSi2Oe) component. It is stoichiometric, 
unlike the leucites analysed by Carmichael 
(1967) from the Leucite Hills of Wyoming. 
The twinning, which was absent in Carmi-
chael's samples, would seem to indicate fairly 
slow cooling from above the cubic-tetragonal 
inversion temperature of ca. 600°C (Faust, 
1963). 
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Table 2. Composition of clinopyroxene in the leucite-
bearing rock from the Batbjerg intrusion, Kangerd-
lugssuaq. 

NoAISij tV 

P„ o = 1 0 0 0 k g / c m 

\KAIS i 3 0 8 

\KA IS i 2 0 6 

NoAISiO, Wt. % 

Fig. 2. Felsic mineral compositions in the leucite-
bearing sample, indicated by stars, plotted in terms 
of Si02-NaAlSiOfKAlSi04. Field boundaries are after 
Hamilton & MacKenzie (1965) at the indicated water 
vapour pressure, while M is the phonolite minimum 
and B the Buerger nepheline composition (Tilley, 1954). 
The salic composition of the leucite-bearing sample is 
indicated by the filled square in the nepheline field. 

Nepheline (Ne72 5Ks23 6Qz3 9) approaches close
ly the Buerger ideal composition (Tilley, 1954) 
of Ne73Ks27 and falls below the 500° curve 
of Hamilton (1961). It is clearly of very low 
temperature origin, which is rather surprising, 
as the salic composition of the rock (see 
below) suggests that it should be the first 
felsic mineral to crystallize. 

Alkali feldspar has a composition of 
Or9g 5Abt 3An0 2 (mole percent). Lattice con
stants were refined from Guinier powder data 
and after Smith's (1974, figs 9-11) proposed 
nomenclature it is a potassian intermediate 
sanidine. We are not aware of occurrences of 
such a pure potash feldspar in rocks of this 
type, although some of the feldspars from ijo-
lite-carbonatite complexes in Ontario analysed 
by Watkinson (1973) approach it, as do those 
from potassic lavas of Africa described by Sa-
hama(1952). 

The compositions of the light minerals are 
shown diagrammatically in fig. 2 along with 
the salic composition of the rock. It is clear 
that these minerals represent an equilibrium at 
very low temperatures. The leucite nepheline 
dolerite from Meiches, Hessen, described by 
Tilley (1958), which has a closely similar salic 

Average of 1 complete 
point analyses 

s;o2 
Ti0 2 

A1 20 3 

Fe.,03* 
FeO* 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
Na 2 0 
K 2 0 

sum 

Atomic 

Mg 
Fe2+ + Mn 
Ca 

52.6 
0.55 
0.91 
4.60 
2.64 
0.14 

14.4 
22.84 

1.24 
0.03 

99.95 

44.30 
4.86 

50.85 

Cations on basis of 4 
cations and 6 oxygens 

Si 1.946 1 
Al 0.039 > 
Fe3+ 0.015 J 

Fe»+ 0.113 
Ti 0.015 
Fe2+ 0.082 
Mn 0.004 
Mg 0.789 
Ca 0.905 
Na 0.089 
K. 0.001 

End members (mol. 
after Kushiro, 1962 

NaFe3+Si2Og 
CaTiAl906 

CaFe3+(Fe-*+,Al)SiOG 

CaAl AlSiOG 
Ca2Si206 

Mg2Si20(j 
Fe2Si2b6 

* Estimated from stoichiometry. 
Maximum observed variation: 

2.000 

1.998 

%) 

4.8 
0.8 
1.3 
0.0 

46.6 
42.2 

4.6 

41.73 Mg 7.43 Fe*+ 50.84 Ca 
to 45.45 Mg 2.52 Fe2+ 52.03 Ca 

composition, shows a much greater degree 
of solid solution in the felsic phases. 

Pale green clinopyroxene is subhedral and 
about 1.5 X 0.5 cm in size. Often the crystal 
centres and margins are clear, but an inter
mediate zone has a gridwork of exsolved iron 
ore lamellae. The average composition is 
shown in table 2, there being very little varia
tion, although the cores and crystal margins 
tend to be slightly more magnesian than the 
intermediate zone. 

In the allocation of cations to the tetra-
hedral sites, Fe3+ has been taken before Ti as 
suggested by Hartman (1969) and required to 
form the Ca ferri-Tchermak's component 
(CaFe3+SiOe). In this way an almost perfect 
distribution into the molecules suggested by 
Kushiro (1962) may be achieved. These are 
diopsides with small amounts of acmite, titan-
pyroxene and Ca ferri-Tschermak's compo
nent as seems to be fairly typical of pyroxenes 
from alkaline, undersaturated and possibly 
oxidising environments (Sahama, 1952; Bell et 
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al.; 1972; Upton & Thomas, 1973; Thompson, 
1974), although the calculation of the Fe 2 0 3 / 
FeO ratio from stoichiometry is subject to con
siderable errors (Finger, 1972). 

Similar diopsides are reported from African 
potash ankaratrites (Sahama, 1952), the ijolites 
of Magnet Cove, Arkansas (Erickson & Blade, 
1963) and the nearby Gardiner intrusion 
(Frisch & Keusen, in press), while similar, but 
more Fe-rich pyroxenes, occur in the nephe-
linite-ijolite suite of Uganda (Tyler & King, 
1967). The diopsides described by Upton & 
Thomas (1973) from potassic ultramafic rocks 
in the Gardar province of South Greenland 
differ in that they have a much higher T i0 2 

and Al2Os content. 

Titaniferous magnetite occurs in two gen
erations: as small (ca. 0.04 mm) euhedral 
inclusions in the pyroxenes, and as larger 
grains, comparable in size with the pyroxenes, 
which they partially enclose. The second type 
have lamellae of exsolved ilmenite. 

Phlogopite forms poikillitic plates enclos
ing other constituents. Partial analysis shows 
it to contain MgO: 16.3 »/„, FeO: 12.7 «/o 
and Ti0 2 : 10.6 %. This is an exceptionally 
Ti02-rich phlogopite even for such rock-types. 
For example, Prider (1939) reported ca. 9 °/o 
T i0 2 in phlogopite from a leucite lamproite. 

Apatite in euhedral prisms is the main ac
cessory mineral, while a turbid alteration pro
duct occurs as rims on the leucite and as 
patches throughout the rock. 

Chemistry. The composition of this sample 
is shown in table 1. It has an Na 2 0 /K 2 0 ratio 
close to unity, a rather unusual feature of 
basic rocks, which generally have more than 
twice as much Na 2 0 as K 2 0 (Wilkinson, 1974). 
The low AL,03 and high CaO reflect the 
abundance of pyroxene and together with the 
high total FeO relative to MgO are charac
teristics of the kamafugitic association (Sa
hama, 1974). 

Similarly, a high Fe2Os/FeO ratio appears, 
from the compilation of Upton (1967), to be 
a characteristic of alkali pyroxenites. However, 
in view of signs of subsolidus oxidation we 
have also calculated a norm with a lower de
gree of oxidation, using that observed in a 
fresh nephelinite from the area (Brooks & 
Rucklidge, 1974). The effect of this is to sub

stantially increase the amount of normative 
leucite and olivine simultaneously reducing that 
of orthoclase and magnetite and bringing the 
norm into much better agreement with the 
mode (table 1). 

This rock is similar petrographically to 
many described from the Toro-Ankole dis
trict of Uganda by Holmes & Harwood (1932) 
and is best matched chemically by the leu
cite ankaratrites of this area. Mineralogicai 
and chemical data have recently been presented 
by Cundari (1973) for leucitites from Australia 
and although no samples are directly com
parable there are clear similarities. Final
ly, as noted above, the salic composition 
(Ne616Ks26 gQzj, 6) is very close to that of the 
leucite nepheline dolerite from Hessen de
scribed by Tilley (1958). 

The trace elements are unusual in that there 
is no significant enrichment in either res
idual elements (Ba, Sr, Zr, etc.) or compatible 
elements such as Ni and Cr, as is usual in 
leucite-bearing rocks (Higazy, 1954; Erickson 
& Blade, 1963; Cundari, 1973). 

Conclusions 
Leucite is a mineral which is limited to po
tassium-rich rocks in two distinct tectonic set
tings. It occurs in rifted continental environ
ments such as the Western Rift of Uganda 
(Holmes & Harwood, 1932) or above deep-
lying parts of subduction zones as, for ex
ample, in Indonesia (De Roever, 1975). This 
report of its occurrence in Greenland, in 
which we have argued its similarity to the oc
currences of rifted areas, is strong evidence 
for the rifted nature of Kangerdlugssuaq as 
suggested previously by Brooks (1973) and 
Brooks & Rucklidge (1974). Furthermore, its 
occurrence here reinforces the observations of 
Brooks & Rucklidge (1974) and Frisch & Keu
sen (in press) that there is in the interior parts 
of Kangerdlugssuaq a petrographic sub-pro
vince of highly undersaturated alkaline rocks 
which is unique in the entire Tertiary North 
Atlantic province. 

This is the first well investigated occurrence 
of leucite in Greenland. Bøggild (1953) re
ferred to an earlier report of leucite from 
South Greenland, but this now seems to be 
doubtful (Sørensen, pers. comm., 1974). Noe-

7 D. g. F. 24 
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Nygaard (pers. comm., 1974) reports the pos
sible presence of altered leucite (pseudoleu
cite?) in dikes from the Holsteinsborg district, 
but this is as yet unconfirmed. 
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Dansk sammendrag 

En nyopdaget forekomst af ultramafiske alkaline bjerg
arter i Kangerdlugssuaq området (Østgrønland) beskri
ves kort og resultaterne af en mere detaljeret minera-
logisk og petrologisk undersøgelse af en leucit anka
ratrit præsenteres. Denne bjergart består af diopsid, 
leucit (den først veldokumenterede forekomst i Grøn
land), nephelin, alkali feldspat, magnetit og phlogopit. 
Forekomsten af disse K-rige bjergarter underbygger 
den pladetektoniske model for områdets udvikling i 
nedre tertiær. 
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